Non-coding uridine-rich small nuclear RNAs (UsnRNAs) have emerged in recent years as effective tools for exon skipping for the treatment of Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), a degenerative muscular genetic disorder. We recently showed the high capacity of a recombinant adeno-associated virus (rAAV)-U7snRNA vector to restore the reading frame of the DMD mRNA in the muscles of DMD dogs. We are now moving toward a phase I/II clinical trial with an rAAV-U7snRNA-E53, carrying an antisense sequence designed to hybridize exon 53 of the human DMD messenger. As observed for genome-editing tools, antisense sequences present a risk of off-target effects, reflecting partial hybridization onto unintended transcripts. To characterize the clinical antisense sequence, we studied its expression and explored the occurrence of its off-target effects in human in vitro models of skeletal muscle and liver. We presented a comprehensive methodology combining RNA sequencing and in silico filtering to analyze off-targets. We showed that U7snRNA-E53 induced the effective exon skipping of the DMD transcript without inducing the notable deregulation of transcripts in human cells, neither at gene expression nor at the mRNA splicing level. Altogether, these results suggest that the use of the rAAV-U7snRNA-E53 vector for exon skipping could be safe in eligible DMD patients.
INTRODUCTION
Exon skipping is a therapeutic strategy relying, within an mRNA harboring a deleterious mutation, on the specific non-recognition of exon(s) by the splicing machinery and the subsequent restoration of a functional open reading frame (ORF). The mechanism behind exon skipping is the use of antisense sequences that typically target and hide recognition splice sites (donor or acceptor splice sites, branch points, or splicing regulatory sequences) from the spliceosome. The resulting skipped mRNA exhibits a modified reading frame which leads to the removal of a frameshift and restoration of a protein-of-interest expression, or on the contrary, which leads to the appearance of a premature stop codon causing the degradation of a targeted pre-mRNA through nonsense-mediated RNA decay (NMD). [1] [2] [3] The most currently developed antisense sequences are synthetic, chemically modified antisense oligonucleotides (AONs), which are short single-stranded DNA or RNA-like molecules and which required regular (usually weekly) injections, even if their half-life is currently improved. 4 The development and the optimization of their synthesis have led to a wide array of AON chemistries for the treatment of various disorders, including Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD). [5] [6] [7] Two synthetic AONs, Drisapersen and Eteplirsen, indeed showed a great potential for DMD via skipping of the exon 51 of the DMD messenger. They have reached the final clinical phases in DMD patients. 6, 7 However, in early 2016, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) rejected Drisapersen because of insufficient evidence of clinical efficacy associated with serious safety issues. 8 Finally, in September 2016, after intensive hesitation, the FDA decided to give an accelerated approval for Eteplirsen, but future trials will be required to confirm its clinical benefit. 8 Exon skipping can also be achieved through the expression of in vivo antisense sequences cloned in genes of uridine-rich small nuclear RNA (UsnRNA). U1 and U7snRNAs have previously been used as carriers of antisense sequences to correct splicing in models of several diseases, including b-thalassemia, DMD, HIV infections, spinal muscular atrophy (SMA), and cardiomyopathies. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] When inserted in UsnRNA, antisense sequences can be continuously produced in the targeted tissue and can accumulate in the nuclear compartment, being protected from damages by their inclusion in snRNP (small nuclear ribonucleoprotein particle). 15 U7snRNA, the most frequently used snRNA in exon skipping approaches, is a nonspliceosomal snRNA involved in the 3 0 maturation of histone pre-mRNAs. 16 The optimization of the specific Sm-binding site 17 facilitated conversion from a nonspliceosomal to a spliceosomal snRNA and the use of this molecule as an antisense tool to modify splicing. 9, 10 The small size of U7snRNA facilitates the incorporation of this molecule into recombinant vectors derived from adeno-associated virus (rAAV). Even if some immune responses against these vectors can sometimes impede their long-term action, 18 they remain today very attractive tools to obtain an efficient gene transfer and stable expression of the transgene over time, after one single injection in the targeted tissue. 19, 20 We, among others, have evaluated the use of an rAAV-U7snRNA-based strategy for exon skipping as a potential treatment for DMD. 10, [21] [22] [23] DMD is a severe X-linked neuromuscular disorder that affects approximately 1 in 5,000 males at birth. 24 This disease is characterized by the progressive degeneration of all the skeletal muscle tissues, eventually reaching the diaphragm and the cardiac muscle, and leading to early death prior to the fourth decade. 25 DMD results from mutations in the DMD gene encoding dystrophin, a cytoskeleton protein essential for the integrity of muscular fibers. 26 Recently, we demonstrated that an rAAV8-U7snRNA vector restores the expression and function of the dystrophin protein in the muscles of golden retriever muscular dystrophy (GRMD) dogs. 23 These results prompted a phase I/II clinical trial in DMD patients treatable through exon skipping. In dogs, exons 6 and 8 were targeted to restore the reading frame by exon skipping. Because exon skipping reaction is specific to the targeted sequences, and thus of each species, a specific antisense sequence has been designed to target the human DMD mRNA. Because 8%-13.5% of DMD patients carrying a genomic deletion within their DMD gene are eligible for the skipping of exon 53 (deletion spanning exons 52, 45-52, 47-52, 48-52, 59-52, and 50-52) , 27 we developed a recombinant AAV vector (rAAV8-U7snRNA-E53) carrying an antisense sequence targeting exon 53 of the human DMD messenger as a therapeutic product for DMD patients.
The permanent and abundant presence of the therapeutic U7snRNA could result in the partial hybridization to undesired targets, leading to unexpected side effects. Therefore, during the pre-clinical translation of this therapeutic approach, we considered it mandatory to characterize: (1) the expression profile of the therapeutic transgene in the targeted tissue (skeletal muscles) and in non-targeted tissues (especially the liver), and (2) the potential off-target events in these tissues.
Off-target effects have been extensively studied and were observed after the use of reverse genetics tools, such as small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), 28 or genome-editing tools, such as ZFNs (zing finger nucleases), 29 the recently developed CRISPR/Cas9 system, 30 and to a lesser extent, TALENs (transcription activator-like effector nucleases). 31 However, the risk of off-target effects of AON-based tools, historically considered as low, has not been extensively investigated. Among the very few published studies, the results differ showing alternatively a high off-target rate 32 or no off-targets effects. [33] [34] [35] The potential off-target effects have been even less investigated for the antisense sequences used for exon skipping. 34 Moreover, the methodologies used in off-target studies largely comprised microarrays or molecular validations of potential off-target sites predicted in silico. To assess whether the antisense sequences designed for exon skipping could induce sequence-specific off-targets, comprehensive studies and high-throughput methodologies are needed. Here, we demonstrated the expression and efficacy to induce exon skipping of the clinical transgene U7snRNA-E53 in muscular and hepatic human materials. We next set up an exhaustive methodology combining RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) and in silico filtering to identify the sequence-specific off-target effects of the transgene in human cells. Using this approach, we did not detect any major modification of splicing, except for DMD, nor the modification of gene expression associated with U7-E53 expression in both muscular and hepatic human contexts. These results suggest that rAAV-U7snRNA-E53 is a safe therapeutic potential for the treatment of DMD patients.
RESULTS

The U7snRNA-E53 RNA Is Expressed Both in Muscular and in Hepatic Human Cells
To analyze the expression pattern, the efficacy to induce exon skipping, and the off-target effects of our therapeutic product (rAAV-U7-E53) in muscular and hepatic human cells, we developed relevant cellular models that were subsequently transduced with rAAV-U7-E53. We used human primary hepatocytes from healthy subjects and HepaRG cells, a hepatoma human cell line that differentiates in hepatocyte-like cells and represents a relevant surrogate to primary cells. 36 We also used human primary myoblasts and differentiated myotubes obtained from healthy subjects. The muscular or hepatic transcriptomic pattern of each cell type was confirmed by RT-PCR analyses of some muscle-specific genes (myosin [MYHC3] and myogenin [MYOG] for myotubes and myoD [MYOD1] for myoblasts; Figure S1A ) or liver-specific genes (albumin [ALB], aldolase B [ALDOB], CYP2C9, and CYP3A4; Figure S1B ). As expected, the expression of MYHC3 and MYOG mRNAs were observed only in primary myotubes, while MYOD mRNA was solely expressed in primary myoblasts ( Figure S1A ). At the protein level, the expression of the myosin heavy chain was confirmed in human primary myotubes using immunofluorescence analysis ( Figure S2 ). All primary hepatocyte samples and differentiated HepaRG cells exhibited the expression of ALB, ALDOB, and CYP2C9 mRNA. CYP3A4 gene expression was weaker and detected in only two of the three batches of primary hepatocytes (Figure S1B), as previously described. 36 Knowing that rAAV serotypes 2 and 8 led to poor transduction levels of human primary hepatocytes, we used the rAAV serotype 3b, 37 which efficiently transduced both human primary myoblasts and hepatocytes, with respectively z90% and z75% of GFP-positive cells 3 days after transduction at MOI 2 Â 10 5 ( Figure S3 ). Several different batches of human primary myoblasts and hepatocytes were then transduced with the rAAV3b-U7-E53 vector. Three days after transduction, we confirmed that the muscular and hepatic patterns of the cells were not modified through the transduction event, confirming the relevance of the cellular models used for this study ( Figure S1 ). To determine whether the transduction of rAAV3b-U7-E53 drove the expression of U7-E53 RNA in different cell types, we assessed the U7-E53 RNA levels using qRT-PCR ( Figure 1A) . The U7-E53 RNA was detected in transduced human primary myoblasts and myotubes, human primary hepatocytes, and differentiated HepaRG cells, with the highest levels detected in primary myotubes and primary hepatocytes. To examine the activity of U7-E53 RNA on the human DMD messenger, we analyzed the region of DMD surrounding exon 53 using specific nested RT-PCR. An RT-PCR product of 556 base pairs (bp) corresponding to the inclusion of exon 53 in the DMD messenger was observed in non-transduced (NT) samples.
Following the transduction of rAAV3b-U7-E53, a RT-PCR product of 344 bp was detected in myotubes and hepatic samples corresponding to an mRNA devoid of exon 53 (confirmed by sequencing of the PCR products) (data not shown) ( Figure 1B) . These results demonstrated that U7-E53 RNA induces the skipping of exon 53 in the DMD mRNA, and that rAAV3b-U7-E53 is able to drive the expression of active U7-E53 RNA in tissues other than human skeletal muscle and particularly in the liver, a non-targeted tissue.
Identification of U7-E53 Off-Target Events through RNA-Seq and In Silico Target Predictions
We previously showed through biodistribution analysis of the vector in GRMD dogs that skeletal muscle and liver were the most transduced tissues after locoregional injection in one forelimb of a therapeutic rAAV8-U7snRNA vector. 23 Because we showed in the present study that U7-E53 is expressed and active in human muscle and hepatic cells, off-target events could therefore occur in both tissues in humans. The antisense sequence harbored within U7-E53 is 40 bases long and designed to specifically target a sequence of exon 53 in the human DMD pre-mRNA. However, cross-hybridization to other human transcripts, even incomplete, could lead to splicing alterations favoring exon skipping or inclusion, or to binding to mature mRNAs inducing the modification of expression levels through, for example, an siRNA-like effect or competition with the binding of regulatory factors. To determine the overall off-target effects induced through U7-E53 expression on the human transcriptome, we performed an exhaustive RNA-seq analysis of transduced and control cells, combined with the in silico identification of potential off-target sites ( Figure 2 ). We focused on human primary myotubes and human primary hepatocytes, the most pertinent cellular models previously used for U7-E53 RNA analysis. Three independent biological replicates were analyzed for each cell type: three batches of human primary myotubes from three different healthy subjects (MT_1, MT_2, and MT_3) and three batches of human primary hepatocytes from three other different subjects (HEP_1, HEP_2, and HEP_3), each batch being NT or transduced with the rAAV3b-U7-E53 vector. The cells were harvested at 3 days after transduction for RNA-seq analysis. The cDNA libraries were generated and sequenced as stranded, paired-end 2 Â 100 base reads, a protocol particularly adapted to identify splicing variants. Reads mapping to the human genome (GRCh38 primary assembly) were obtained with STAR 2.4.2a. 38 A high proportion of the reads (86.82%-93.81% including spliced reads) were uniquely aligned to the human genome (Table S1 ).
To address U7-E53 off-target effects, we analyzed two different aspects of gene expression: (1) global gene expression variations between transduced and NT samples were compared in a gene-level analysis with DESeq2; 39 and (2) splicing modifications based on differential junction usage were determined with DEX-seq. 40 This last analysis was performed after considering only junctional reads, i.e., reads mapping onto exon-exon junctions 41 (Figure 2 ).
Because we compared rAAV3b-U7-E53 transduced samples with NT samples, part of the observed differential expression either at the gene or junction levels could reflect a non-specific effect of rAAV transduction alone. To specifically focus on U7-E53 off-targets, we performed in silico filtrations of all transcripts containing a predictive degenerated binding site for the antisense sequence harbored in the U7-E53, using the alignment tools miRanda and Blast for splicing analysis and miRanda alone for gene analysis. RNA-seq results and in silico predictions were subsequently compared with the final set of off-targets candidates, most likely specific for the U7-E53 (Figure 2 ). Moreover, experimental validations were performed through qRT-PCR or nested RT-PCR on the off-target candidates identified through genome-wide analysis. For these final validations, some supplemental controls were included to confirm the U7-E53-related specificity of the off-target events. These controls were generated through the transduction of human primary myotubes and hepatocytes with the rAAV3b-U7-Scramble (Scr) vector, which carries a scrambled sequence instead of the U7-E53 antisense sequence.
We first assessed whether the RNA-seq analysis enabled the quantification of U7-E53 RNA expressed in transduced cells from reads that were not mapped on the human genome. Therefore, among the unmapped reads, we counted raw reads specifically mapped on the U7-E53 sequence ( Figure 3A ) and compared it with qRT-PCR results. As observed by qRT-PCR, the expression of U7-E53 was lower in transduced hepatocytes than in transduced myotubes. An adequate correlation (R 2 = 0.983) was observed between U7-E53 expression measured through qRT-PCR and the number of RNA-seq reads mapped on the U7-E53 sequence ( Figure 3A ). We further confirmed that the expression of U7-E53 in these samples induced the skipping of exon 53 in the DMD messenger in all transduced samples ( Fig-Figure 2 . Global Strategy for Off-Target Analysis through RNA Sequencing Reads were uniquely mapped on the human genome (hg38). Differentially expressed genes were identified using DESeq2. Junctional read dataset was analyzed with DEX-seq to quantify the differentially used junctions. Alignment tools miRanda and Blast enable in silico predictions of U7-E53 binding sites. Off-target gene candidates with a splicing modification or a differential expression were defined after comparing the in silico results and DEX-seq or DEseq2 results, respectively. Experimental validations with samples transduced using a rAAV3b-U7-E53 or a rAAV3b-U7-Scramble vector enabled the final identification of U7-E53-specific offtarget events. ure 3B). Albeit not strictly quantitative, the skipping of exon 53 was weaker in hepatocytes than in myotubes samples, consistent with the weaker U7-E53 RNA levels in these cells. Of note, we also assessed the ratios of DMD transcripts versus U7-E53 RNA expressed in both cell types by evaluating their relative RPKM (reads per kilobase per million mapped reads) values in each sample (Table S2 ). In adequacy with the lower exon skipping events, a slightly weaker DMD transcript/U7-E53 RNA ratio was observed in hepatocytes. Altogether, these results validated the use of these primary myotube and primary hepatocyte samples to assess the off-target effects after rAAV3b-U7-E53 transduction.
U7-E53 RNA Caused Limited Gene Expression Variations in Human Primary Myotubes and Hepatocytes
First, to determine whether the RNA-seq data could discriminate between the different samples, we performed a principal component analysis (PCA) on the raw expression data obtained from human primary myotubes and hepatocytes transduced or not with rAAV3b-U7-E53 ( Figure S4 ). Interestingly, the principal source of variance reflected the origin of the samples, liver versus muscle cells. The second source of variance reflected the origin of the healthy subjects. These observations support the idea that transduction with rAAV3b-U7-E53 did not significantly impact the overall gene expression.
Using DESeq2, we analyzed the differential gene expression in transduced versus NT primary myotube and hepatocyte samples. Table S3 (myotubes and hepatocytes data). Overall, in both cell types, the amplitude of gene expression variations was low, with only a few genes exhibiting an over-or under-expression of more than 2-fold between transduced and NT samples. Indeed, the log2(FC) values varied between À1.52 to +1. 19 for primary myotubes ( Figure 4A ) and À1.42 to +1.22 for primary hepatocytes ( Figure 4B ). Based on the sole p value (p < 0.05) criteria, while 80 and 30 genes are considered differentially expressed in primary myotubes and hepatocytes, respectively, 63/80 genes in myotubes and 24/30 in hepatocytes presented a log2(FC) below 1 (or À1), representing a variation of less than a factor of 2 between transduced and NT samples (Table S3 ). Therefore, we concluded that neither the expression of the U7-E53 RNA nor the transduction with the rAAV3b vector significantly disturbed the expression of genes in the transduced samples.
Among these differentially expressed genes, we identified the transcripts harboring a predicted binding site (i.e., a sequence at least partially complementary) for the antisense sequence expressed through the U7-E53. We used the alignment tool miRanda, specif-ically developed for miRNA target design, 42 and subsequently crossed the results with those of the differential analysis described above (Table S3 ). Among the 38 differentially expressed genes containing a putative degenerated U7-E53 binding site, only 8 genes (2 lincRNAs and 5 coding genes in myotubes and 1 coding gene in hepatocytes) exhibited a more than 2-fold variation in gene expression between transduced and NT samples. Among these genes, we performed a qRT-PCR assay on TOP2A, BIRC5, and NCAPG genes from primary myotubes and the MDM2 gene from primary hepatocytes to validate the quantification using an alternative method. As presented in Figure 5 , we compared the gene expression between NT samples, samples transduced with the rAAV3-U7-E53 vector, and samples transduced with the rAAV3-U7-Scr vector carrying a scrambled antisense sequence. As explained above, this latter supplemental control was included to confirm the U7-E53-related specificity of the potential off-target events. After assessing whether U7-E53 and U7-Scr were expressed in all samples (data not shown), we confirmed the differential expression for the four tested genes, with the underexpression of TOP2A, BIRC5, and NCAPG and the overexpression of MDM2 ( Figure 5 ). Notably, all four genes were similarly deregulated in the U7-Scr samples, leading us to conclude that none of these off-target effects specifically reflected the antisense sequence harbored in the U7-E53, but rather reflected rAAV3b transduction per se. Altogether, with this experimental design, these results suggested a minimal off-target impact of our clinical rAAV-U7-E53 product on gene expression levels.
U7-E53 RNA Triggers the Specific Exon Skipping of the DMD Target with Low Impact on Global mRNA Splicing
Because U7-E53 was designed as an exon skipping tool presumably localized in the nucleus, an exhaustive analysis of splicing modifications was also needed to identify the potential impact of U7-E53 expression on non-targeted mRNAs. This analysis at the exon junction level was performed using DEX-seq, facilitating the comparison of the abundance of reads overlapping the exon-exon junctions between transduced and NT samples. Instead of an exon-centric analysis of splicing, we selected a junctional reads analysis, which is more prone to identify subtle changes in the location of splicing events and more adapted to identify new splicing events arising from experimental or pathological conditions, rather than relying solely on the available gene annotation.
MAplots showing, for each exon junction, the FC values relative to the mean expression level (in read number) are represented in Figure 6 . The statistically differentially used exon junctions are listed in Table  S4 (myotubes and hepatocytes data). A positive FC represents an increase in exon junction usage, while a negative FC shows a decrease in exon junction usage. Overall, in both primary myotube and hepatocyte samples, few changes in junction usage were detected.
In myotube samples, only 24 differentially used exons junctions (corresponding to 17 transcripts) were detected ( Figure 6A ) and harbored different profiles. The first profile, representing a group of five junctions, exhibited a relatively important FC but a low expression level without any biological significance (junction mean expression between 2.1 and 4.1 reads). On the contrary, the second profile was represented by junctions with a higher expression level but a weaker FC, close to zero, indicating a moderate, even negligible effect. Only one exon junction presented a third different profile, characterized by a higher expression level and a relatively important FC. This junction was identified as the exon 52 to exon 54 junction of the DMD gene, and its use was significantly increased in the transduced versus the NT samples [p = 0.000; log2(FC) = 2.73], consistent with the exclusion of DMD exon 53 observed through nested RT-PCR. A sashimi plot 43 representing the mapped RNA-seq data within the locus of the DMD gene surrounding exon 53 is shown in Figure 7A . The percentage of skipped exon 53 [J52-54/(J52-54+J52-53)] was calculated for all six myotubes samples and compared with the expression level of the U7-E53 measured using qRT-PCR ( Figure 7B ). A high correlation was observed between the expression of U7-E53 and the level of exon 53 skipping, illustrating a dose-effect response of the therapeutic product.
In hepatocyte samples, the dynamics of splicing modifications were lower than in myotubes [log2(FC) between À0.75 and +0.5 in hepatocytes compared with À8 to +8 for myotubes] ( Figure 6B ). Of note, these results could be correlated with the lower U7-E53 expression in hepatocytes, when compared with primary myotubes (Figure 3) . Globally, the extent of differential exon usage was low in hepatocytes because the majority of the significantly differentially spliced genes were observed within the bulk of the result of the MAplot. A total of 36 differentially used junctions (corresponding to 31 transcripts) were detected, but only 1 junction in the MDM2 gene was particularly modified in transduced hepatocytes. However, because MDM2 global gene expression was also statistically decreased in hepatocyte samples (Figures 4 and 5) , the modification of exon junction usage in this gene was not interpretable. Notably, even when some reads mapped on exon 52 to the exon 54 junction of the DMD gene in the transduced samples ( Figure 7A ), this junction was not statistically differentially used in the hepatocyte samples ( Figure 6B ; Table S4 ). In hepatocytes, the DMD gene was primarily expressed from a promoter located downstream of exon 53 (i.e., the Dp71 promoter, just before exon 62 44 ); therefore, very few reads mapped upstream of exon 62. This promoter usage is likely sufficient to explain why no statistically significant value was obtained for the exon 52-exon 54 junction during the differential analysis, despite the identification of transcripts with exon 53 skipping using nested RT-PCR.
Among all transcripts deemed differentially spliced (in human primary myotubes and hepatocytes), we used in silico predictions to highlight those that had a predicted binding site for the antisense sequence harbored in U7-E53. Alterations in splicing could reflect the interaction of the antisense sequence with regulatory elements located in exons or introns up to 100 bp from the exon. 45 We therefore searched for sequences at least partially complementary to U7-E53 antisense sequence in "extended exons" comprising the exon plus 100 bp of flanking intronic sequences on both sides. We used miRanda 42 and Blast (NCBI), which provided complementary results with the notion of contiguous identical bases between the antisense sequence and the pre-mRNA target. After comparing these in silico data with the differentially used junctions, we identified a small number of off-target events potentially altered through U7-E53 binding (Table S4 ). In myotubes, we showed that only three differentially used junctions overlapped a partial U7-E53 fixation motif, including two junctions in the TTN gene and one junction in NUP188 (Table S4 , myotubes data). In hepatocytes, four other differentially used junctions overlapped the U7-E53 fixation motif (Table S4, hepatocytes data) in genes ZHX2, LRP5, DDB1, and CTSZ. However, using nested RT-PCR and qRT-PCR analyses, we were not able to validate the differential splicing of these few off-target candidates. While analyzing the sashimi plots representing the mapped RNA-seq data within the locus of these different junctions, we showed that differentially used junctions often included two adjacent exons (data not shown). This splicing modification pattern, and low FC values obtained between transduced and NT samples, explained the inability to confirm the RNA-seq results using alternative molecular approaches.
However, to confirm that RNA-seq is adapted to detect splicing modifications, we used RT-PCR to analyze the differential junction usage of another unrelated gene, COL25A1. This gene did not exhibit any potential fixation site for the antisense sequence harbored by U7-E53, but rather showed a junction differentially used with a log2(FC) = À0.69 in human primary myotubes (Table S4) . Using raw reads data, we identified that the junction between exons 20 and 22 was statistically less used in transduced myotubes, suggesting an inclusion of exon 21 within the COL25A1 mature mRNA (Figure 8A) . We subsequently developed a specific nested RT-PCR to amplify COL25A1 messengers from exons 19-23 and analyzed the splicing pattern between NT samples, samples transduced with rAAV3b-U7-E53 vector, and samples transduced with rAAV3b-U7-Scr vector ( Figure 8B ). Both isoforms with or without exon 21 could be detected, but the one with exon 21 was less intense or even absent in NT myotubes ( Figure 8B ). In transduced myotubes samples (rAAV3b-U7-E53 or rAAV3b-U7-Scr), the relative proportion of COL25A1 isoform without or with exon 21 was inverted, indicating the inclusion of exon 21 in the COL25A1 messenger. This result was confirmed after sequencing the PCR products (data not shown).
In conclusion, while differential splicing events could be specifically detected, the U7-E53 therapeutic antisense sequence showed a weak off-target impact on non-targeted mRNAs.
DISCUSSION
The present study was aimed at the comprehensive analysis of the potential specific off-target effects of a gene therapy clinical product, U7snRNA-E53, designed to skip exon 53 of the human DMD messenger for the treatment of DMD patients. The objectives were also to propose a methodology as proof of principle to evaluate the specific toxicity (i.e., off-target effects) of an antisense sequence designed for exon skipping, using a transcriptomic analysis through RNA-seq, in human primary cells transduced (or not) with the clinical candidate rAAV-U7-E53. The major findings were that the clinical antisense sequence harbored in U7-E53 did not significantly disturb gene expression or mRNA splicing in human primary myotubes and primary hepatocytes transduced with a rAAV3b-U7-E53, and that no specific off-target was identified using this methodology.
Off-target effects have been extensively investigated for siRNAs and genome-editing nucleases. Most studies typically used in silico analyses to predict potential unintended DNA or RNA targets, using a predefined cutoff value of identity with the antisense sequence of interest (i.e., predefined number of mismatches tolerated between the antisense sequence and its target). 46 These putative off-targets were subsequently typically validated through molecular techniques, such as PCR, qPCR, or targeted sequencing. [29] [30] [31] [32] 47 Concerning AONs, despite the FDA approval of a product for DMD treatment by exon skipping (Eteplirsen), few studies have investigated their off-targets effects, 33, 34 and some authors considered the off-target risk as negligible. 46 This off-target assessment is indeed not yet required by standard FDA clinical trials protocols, but it could be the case in the near future, favored by the development of more sensitive high-throughput sequencing tools. Moreover, it has been described that siRNA and nuclease off-targets were dependent on the site of hybridization, the nature per se of the antisense sequence, and the number of mismatches tolerated between the antisense sequence and its target. 29, 48, 49 It has also been shown that AONs of only 15 nucleotides could effectively induce exon skipping. 50 We think that in silico analyses alone could not be pertinent enough because the results are heavily dependent on: (1) the database or reference genome used, (2) the software or algorithm used, and (3) the cutoff values applied to identify complementary sequences. Particularly, off-target analyses should be preferentially conducted in a highly sensitive and comprehensive manner with high-throughput strategies. 35, 49, 51 Therefore, in the present study, we designed a methodology based on RNA-seq to identify, at the transcriptomic level, all the potential off-target effects induced through the antisense sequence harbored in our clinical product, U7-E53.
The choice of the experimental model is also essential. As the exon skipping reaction itself, off-targets are specific for the antisense sequence, and the tissue and species in which the analyses are performed. Therefore, the use of tissue samples from treated GRMD dogs injected with high doses of rAAV8-U7snRNA 23 would not have been relevant for this off-target analysis because the antisense sequences used in dogs (E6 and E8) were not the same as our clinical antisense sequence E53, specifically designed for exon skipping of the human dystrophin messenger. Moreover, in comparing in parallel siRNA off-targets in mice and human cells, Burchard and colleagues 52 suggested that in vitro analyses in human cells are the most relevant (i.e., better than analyses performed in vivo in another species) to identify off-target effects, when evaluating a clinical product. 52 Therefore, we used human in vitro models to analyze U7-E53-specific off-targets. Moreover, we assumed that the use of primary cells rather than immortalized strains of myoblasts or hepatocytes would enable a better prediction of potential off-target genes in patients. Because DMD myoblasts are impossible to maintain in culture reflecting early senescence 53 and because the collection of DMD hepatocytes was not feasible, we used primary cells obtained from healthy subjects. The healthy context raised some concerns about the efficiency of exon skipping, reflecting the fact that exon 53 skipping leads to a frameshift and such aberrant transcripts are subjected to nonsense-mediated decay (NMD). 54 Indeed, in this experimental model, exon 53 skipping levels did not exceed 17.6% in transduced myotubes and were even lower in transduced hepatocytes. Yet, like for exon skipping efficiency, off-target effects could be expected to be dose dependent. These levels of exon 53 skipping could be increased using a higher MOI, requiring a higher titer rAAV3b batch. However, despite these limitations, we detected U7-E53 expression and exon 53 skipping within the targeted DMD messenger in all transduced cells, the prerequisite criterion for a relevant off-target analysis. Moreover, such levels of exon 53 skipping (z10%-20%) were recently shown to be sufficient to obtain a significant increase in dystrophin protein expression over baseline (F. Muntoni et al., 2017, World Muscle Society, conference).
The differential gene expression analysis through DESeq2 showed that neither rAAV3b transduction nor U7-E53 expression adversely impacts the transcriptome of the targeted human cells. These results are consistent with previous studies showing that rAAV transduction did not lead to a massive deregulation of gene expression, contrary to adenovirus. 55, 56 Similarly, the analysis of splicing junction's usage alterations through DEX-seq identified few differentially used junctions, but the vast majority exhibited low FC values, with the exception of the DMD gene and of some poorly expressed junctions. Overall, weakly expressed junctions are more differentially used than junctions that are highly expressed. This phenomenon, giving a typical triangular shape to MAplots, is commonly observed in RNA-seq datasets as a direct consequence of the use of reads count data in which the results are biased when the number of reads is low. 39 Moreover, MAplots showed a symmetric representation of junctions, meaning an equivalent number of junctions statistically lower and more used in transduced samples, likely reflecting background splicing noise.
Filtrations through in silico software (miRanda and/or Blast) following RNA-seq analysis facilitated the selection, among identified potential off-target candidates, of transcripts harboring a potential fixation site for the antisense sequence harbored in the U7-E53. To minimize biases and false-negative results potentially induced through miRanda and/or Blast programs, 46, 57 we did not apply cutoff values regarding the percentages of identity or the number of mismatches tolerated between the antisense sequence harbored in the U7-E53 and candidates transcripts. Notably, such a strategy does not enable the identification of potential indirect off-target effects (i.e., on transcripts that do not share any complementarity with U7-E53). The supplemental control samples transduced with a scrambled antisense sequence (U7-Scr) could address this last issue, but these samples were not analyzed through RNA-seq.
To validate the RNA-seq results using alternative molecular approaches, we opted for qRT-PCR and nested RT-PCR analyses, and we included some U7-Scr control samples to distinguish events related to rAAV transduction per se or to the antisense sequence harbored in U7-E53. These experimental validations confirmed the results obtained through RNA-seq, supporting the adequate correlation between RNA-seq and molecular techniques, in particular qRT-PCR. 58, 59 Yet, RT-PCR was not adapted for our experimental validations, because the differentially used junctions often included two adjacent exons. For these particular cases, we developed qRT-PCR assays designed between the two exons of interest. Unfortunately, the lack of sensitivity of qRT-PCR prevented the analysis of the differential expression of genes and junctions with a FC value <2 or those too weakly expressed in cells. The power and sensitivity of RNA-seq enable the identification of all modifications of gene expression or splicing, including the weakest that could not be validated by conventional molecular techniques. We consider that these weakest modifications may reflect background noise and consequently probably may not be relevant from a biological point of view. It highlights the need to set up cutoff values in RNA-seq analyses that could enable a focus only on significant events. Moreover, the safety of this therapeutic approach would depend on: (1) the off-target effects' amplitude, which is obviously low in our samples; (2) the function of the off-target genes, and (3) the translation of the transcriptomic effects at the protein level. Indeed, transcriptomic modifications should be interpreted with caution because multi-omic studies described a weak-to-moderate correlation between mRNA and protein expression. 60, 61 [20] [21] [22] in human primary myotubes non-transduced (NT) or transduced with rAAV3b-U7-E53 (U7). Alignments on exons were represented as read densities (spikes), and alignments on junctions were represented as arcs between exons. The exact number of reads mapped on each junction was specified. (B) Splicing modifications of COL25A1 messenger analyses using nested RT-PCR. The COL25A1 messenger was detected from exons 19-23 in three replicates of primary myotubes sequenced through RNA-seq and four supplemental primary myotube samples transduced with rAAV3b-U7-E53 or rAAV3b-U7-Scr. Two PCR products of 210 and 165 bp were detected, corresponding, respectively, to COL25A1 isoforms with and without exon 21. H2O, water; L, DNA ladder.
In conclusion, the present study described a multi-strategy approach for the analysis of potential off-target effects induced by an antisense sequence designed for exon skipping. When this methodology requires optimization to reduce biases and analysis time, we propose a relevant transgene-specific in vitro toxicology study for exon-skipping-based gene therapies. Indeed, the active substance of exon skipping products remains the antisense sequence per se, whose efficacy and toxicity are sequence and species dependent. In rAAV-based exon skipping approaches, conventional regulatory toxicology studies in animal models are essential to anticipate potential adverse effects, including immune responses developed against the rAAV capsid, one of the remaining challenges for rAAV-based gene therapy, 62 but these toxicology studies are not adapted to evaluate the specific toxic effects of the antisense sequence per se. Off-target analyses mediated through RNA-seq in human cells are more relevant to evaluate the toxicity of antisense sequences and could be rapidly suitable for each new antisense sequence designed to target other mutations in the same gene.
Using this approach, it appears that the U7-E53 therapeutic antisense sequence has a negligible off-target impact, making it suitable for controlling DMD splicing in a clinical context.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell Culture and rAAV3b Transduction rAAV3b-U7-E53 was produced by the Vector Core of the Nantes University Hospital by transfection of HEK293 cells and purified by cesium chloride density gradients. All of the cells were grown at 37 C and 5% CO 2 . Human primary myoblasts were obtained from three muscle biopsies of healthy subjects (from quadriceps or gluteal muscle) and provided by the immortalization platform of the Institute of Myology (Paris, France). These cells were grown in muscle cell growth medium (Promocell, Heidelberg, Germany) supplemented with complements (supplement pack; Promocell), 20% fetal calf serum (Dominique Dutscher, Brumath, France), and 1% penicillin/ streptomycin (Life Technologies, Saint Aubin, France). For rAAV vector transduction, 140,000 myoblasts were seeded in each well of a 12-well plate. After 15 hr, the cells were transduced with rAAV3b-U7-E53 or rAAV3b-U7-Scr at MOI 1 Â 10 5 in a total volume of 750 mL of medium. After 6 hr of incubation, 750 mL of medium was added per well. Cells were incubated during 3 days before harvesting for analysis.
Differentiation into myotubes was induced at 3 days post-transduction of myoblasts preliminary plated on gelatin-coated 12-well plates in DMEM high GlutaMAX (Life Technologies) supplemented with 100 mg/mL human apolipotransferrin (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Quentin Fallavier, France), 10 mg/mL human insulin (Sigma-Aldrich), and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Life Technologies). Differentiating cells were incubated during 4 days (i.e., 7 days post-transduction) before harvesting for analysis.
Human primary hepatocytes were obtained from liver of different human donors provided by Biopredic International (Rennes, France) and grown in a specific medium from Biopredic. For rAAV transduc-tion, 300,000 hepatocytes already seeded in a 24-well plate coated with rat tail type I collagen were transduced the day of reception with rAAV3b-U7-E53 or rAAV3b-U7-Scr at MOI 1 Â 10 5 in a total volume of 500 mL of medium. After 6 hr of incubation, 500 mL of medium was added per well. Cells were incubated during 3 days before harvesting for analysis. HepaRG cells were grown in a 24-well plate in William's E medium (Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with several complements as described before. 36 Differentiation of HepaRG into hepatocyte-like cells was induced by adding DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich). 36 For rAAV vector transduction, confluent cells were transduced with rAAV3b-U7-E53 at MOI 1 Â 10 5 in a total volume of 500 mL of medium. After 6 hr of incubation, 500 mL of medium was added per well. Cells were incubated during 3 days before harvesting for analysis. Harvest of cells was performed in adding a small volume of trypsin (trypsin-EDTA; Sigma-Aldrich) in each well. Cells were then washed out and centrifuged to obtain dry pellets. Finally cells were frozen in liquid nitrogen and stocked at À80 C.
U7-E53 RNA and Off-Target Candidate Expression Analyses through qRT-PCR
Total RNA was extracted from human cell pellets with a Nucleospin RNA kit (Macherey Nagel, Hoerdt, France) and treated with RNase free DNase I from the TURBO DNA-free kit (Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Five hundred nanograms of RNA was reverse-transcribed using a RT2 first strand kit (QIAGEN, Les Ulis, France) according to the manufacturer's instructions. qPCR analyses were conducted on a StepOne Plus (Life Technologies) using a 15-fold diluted cDNA. For off-target candidates (differential expression analysis) expression assessment, reactions of Sybr-green-based qPCR were performed in a final volume of 20 mL containing template cDNA, Sybr-green reagent (Applied, Life Technologies) and 0.2 mmol/L of each specific primer. To validate qPCR efficacies, a range of dilutions of a cDNA obtained from NT myotubes or hepatocytes was dropped in parallel of samples. Normalization was also performed by POLR-IIL www.moleculartherapy.org qRT-PCR as described above. The FC between transduced (U7) and NT samples was calculated with the 2 ÀDDCt method, FC = 2 À([Ct target U7 À Ct Rg U7] À [Ct target NT À Ct Rg NT]) .
DMD and COL25A1 mRNAs Splicing Analyses through Nested RT-PCR Detection of the DMD messenger was done using a nested PCR from exons 51-54, using GoTaq DNA polymerase (Promega, Charbonnieres, France) and following amplification conditions: the first reaction was performed with specific primers (forward: 5 0 -GTTAC TCTGGTGACACAACC-3 0 and reverse: 5 0 -ATGTGGACTTTTC TGGTATC-3 0 ) for 25 cycles (95 C/1 min; 50 C/1 min; 72 C/1 min). Then, 1 mL of the first reaction was amplified for 30 cycles (forward: 5 0 -ACTAGAAATGCCATCTTCCT-3 0 and reverse:
Detection of the COL25A1 messenger was done using a nested PCR from exons 19-23, using GoTaq DNA polymerase (Promega) and following amplification conditions: the first reaction was performed with specific primers (forward: 5 0 -TAAGGCTTCGTGGAGGT TGC-3 0 and reverse: 5 0 -TCCTCAAGGAGAACCAGGCT-3 0 ) for 25 cycles (95 C/1 min; 60 C/1 min; 72 C/1 min). Then, 1 mL of the first reaction was amplified for 30 cycles (forward: 5 0 -TGATCTCAGT GGCTCCTTGA-3 0 and reverse: 5 0 -GAACAAAAGGTGAACGG GGG-3 0 ). Final PCR products were migrated on a 2% agarose gel and revealed with ethidium bromide staining.
RNA-Seq Libraries Preparation
Total RNA was isolated as described above, and RNA integrity was measured using a model 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent, Massy, France): all samples have an RNA integrity number (RIN) score of at least 7.5. "Ribozero" RNA-seq libraries were prepared using "TruSeq Stranded Total RNA with Ribo-Zero Gold Prep Kit" (RS-122-2301; Illumina, Paris, France). In brief, starting with 300 ng of total RNA, the first step involved the removal of cytoplasmic and mitochondrial rRNA using biotinylated, target-specific oligos combined with Ribo-Zero rRNA removal beads. Following purification, the RNA was fragmented into small pieces using divalent cations under elevated temperature. The cleaved RNA fragments were copied into first-strand cDNA using reverse transcriptase and random primers followed by second strand cDNA synthesis using DNA polymerase I and RNase H. The double-stranded cDNA fragments were blunted using T4 DNA polymerase, Klenow DNA polymerase, and T4 PNK. A single 'A' nucleotide was added to the 3 0 ends of the blunt DNA fragments using a Klenow fragment (3 0 to 5 0 exo minus) enzyme. The cDNA fragments were ligated to double-stranded adapters using T4 DNA Ligase. The ligated products were enriched by PCR amplification (30 s at 98 C; [10 s at 98 C, 30 s at 60 C, 30 s at 72 C] Â 12 cycles; 5 min at 72 C). Then surplus PCR primers were removed by purification using AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter). Final cDNA libraries were checked for quality and quantified using 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent). Two libraries were loaded per lane of the Illumina flow cell at a concentration of 7 pM, and clusters were generated using the Cbot and sequenced on the HiSeq 2500 (Illumina) as stranded, paired-end 100 base reads following Illumina's instructions. Image analysis and base calling were performed using RTA 1.18.61 and CASAVA 1.8.2. Sequencing was performed by the IGBMC Microarray and Sequencing platform, a member of the "France Génomique" consortium (ANR-10-INBS-0009).
Data Preprocessing
The human genome sequence primary assembly, transcript sequences, and comprehensive gene annotation files were all retrieved from the Gencode consortium website (Release23-GRCh38.p3 accessible at https://www.gencodegenes.org/releases/23.html). Raw BCL data for the samples were de-multiplexed with CASAVA (Illumina) according to their barcodes and were stored in independent fastq files (data available at the European Nucleotide Archive website PRJEB13980). A subset of reads was aligned to select genomes/ DNA sequences to assess the presence of contamination within the sample using FastQScreen 0.5.0 (http://www.bioinformatics. babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastq_screen/). Following a general sequence quality control using FastQC v0. After trimming, sequences shorter than 25 bp were removed from the datasets (-m 25).
Alignment against Human Genome
The short read alignment was performed with STAR 2.4.2a. 38 First an index was built using recommended options for the human genome with a gff annotation file (STAR-runMode genomeGenerate-genomeDir ./-genomeFastaFiles GRCh38.primary_ assembly.genome.fa-sjdbGTFfile gencode.v23.primary_assembly. annotation.gff3-sjdbOverhang 100-sjdbGTFtagExonParentTranscript Parent). The alignment step, the post-processing of reads with samstat 1.5 and bedtools 2.17.0, and the read count per gene with HTSeq 0.6.1 were automatized with a dedicated bash script available at https://github.com/a-slide/BASH_NGS_Tools/blob/ master/RNAseq_U7_pipeline.sh. Except for the minimal mapping quality (MAPQ) that was set up to 30, all of the other options are hard-coded directly in the script.
Differential Gene Expression Analysis
Read counts per gene were generated using HTSEQ 63 based on the annotation gencode.v23.primary_assembly.annotation.gff3. Differential gene expression was performed using the DESeq2 package. 39 Protein coding genes and lincRNAs were included in the analysis. Differentially expressed genes were selected based on a Wald test adjusted for multiple tests (false discovery rate [FDR] < 0.05).
Differential Splicing Analysis
Differential splicing analysis was based on the use of counting the reads overlapping a junction, as described in Noiret et al. 64 This analysis was called junction-centric 41 in opposition to the exon-centric analysis more commonly used, where the relative abundance of exons is compared. The DEX-seq package initially developed for the exon-centric approach was used without modification (https:// bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/DEXSeq.html). In brief, the junctions identified by RNA-seq were quantified during the mapping step with STAR. Then junctions were annotated according to their chromosomal positions (chromosome name, start/end of genomic coordinates, and strand information) and assigned to a gene. Only unambiguous junctions (i.e., not assigned to two different genes) were used. Differentially used junctions were selected based on Wald test adjusted for multiple tests (FDR < 0.05).
In Silico Prediction of U7-E53 Binding Sites
All the bioinformatic tools used for prediction of U7-E53 binding sites are available as part of the TargetPredict package, which is available at http://a-slide.github.io/TargetPredict/. As stated previously, all reference files were obtained from the Gencode consortium website (Release23-GRCh38.p3).
For the differential expression analyses (DESeq2), the reference human transcript fasta file was enriched with additional information gathered from the GFF reference annotation file with the FastaEnhanceFromGff script. This fasta dataset is referred as "gencode_v23_transcripts_enhanced". Regarding the differential splicing analyses (DEX-seq), extended exon sequences were extracted from the primary human genome assembly sequence (GRCh38 primary assembly), based on the gff files (Gencode v23) using GffFastaExtractor. Exons sequences were extended upstream and downstream by 100 bp to include intronic splicing regulatory elements. Overlapping extended exonic regions were fused so as to avoid multiple reports of the same genomic targets. This fasta dataset is referred to as "GRCh38_gencode_Offset-100_Features-exon_Chr-all_fused."
From these two datasets, imperfect targets of the recognition sequence (U7-E53) were found in the subject sequences using TargetPredict based on hits found by Miranda v3.3a and NCBI Blast 2.2.28. TargetPredict reports containing the parameters used to run the program and raw results are available in Table S5 for the gencode_v23_transcripts_enhanced dataset and in Table S6 for the GRCh38_gencode_Offset-100_Features-exon_Chr-all_fused dataset.
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